Office of the Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

GTS Task Force Report:
Defining a Path Forward for Georgia
Tech‐Savannah
Appendix B: Summary of GTS Faculty White Papers, November
2010
To frame the discussion of GTS faculty and senior staff at their off‐site meeting in November 2010,
participants were asked to consider the following three questions and encouraged to submit white
papers addressing these questions and other salient issues to the future of GTS prior to the off‐site
meeting.
1. What should be the educational mission of GTS?
a. What should be the role in undergraduate education, if any, given the degree offerings in
Atlanta and the local region?
b. What are the opportunities for graduate education? Should only graduate programs be
offered?
c. What are the opportunities for professional master’s programs?
d. What are the opportunities for executive education?
2. What are some strategic partnerships for Tech in the region?
a. Industry? K‐12 school system?
b. How would additional partnerships with other institutions of higher learning work and
look?
c. What are the other possible partnerships and how should they work?
3. What organizational structure and resources would be needed to support this new
educational mission?
To kick‐off the off‐site meeting, a summary of the thoughts shared in the white papers was
presented. An outline of that presentation follows. This reflects a summary of common themes
presented by the faculty and senior staff members during the off‐site meeting.
1a. Undergraduate Education?
 Expand it . . .
 Add pre‐engineering courses
 increase course offerings
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AE, ISyE, Mgt, MSE, EnvE, Arch
Recruit top transfer students from 2‐4 year universities nationally; Expand distance
learning (DL) offerings of core courses; “Tribute to Engineering” area for tours and
recruitment
 Integrated campus life: research, education, community service
 Full four‐year program (required capital investment necessary for success)
 Drop it. . .
 Undergraduate (UG) program should be minimized or terminated
 Phased out or transitioned to a partner over five years.
 Creating a four‐year UG program is not a viable option.
 Drop UG program and partner with local university as feeder for graduate programs
 Something different. . .
 Summer program based on Georgia Tech‐Lorraine model and organized around topic
areas (junction of art, design, and engineering)
 Co‐op/internship program with local companies
1b. Graduate Education?
 Expand offerings. . .
 AE, MBA
 Reinstate EnvE
 water resources and EnvE in coastal environments, coastal/ocean engineering, robotics,
sensing, signal processing (local military presence), small aircraft, ocean transportation
logistics, alternative energy, disaster planning
 Develop graduate programs that tap artistic and creative community . .
 architecture, city/regional planning, building construction, industrial design, human‐
computer interaction, digital media, music technology
 intersection of art, design, and engineering (sustainable design)
 Graduate programs derived from strategic collaborations . . .
 Selected and integrated interdisciplinary faculty research groups (underwater robotics
and coastal systems)
 Tied to successful research programs by groups of faculty
 Derive from the strategic partnerships that GT can take advantage of in this region
 Increasing graduate programs would be counter to making GTS self‐sustaining
1c. Professional Master’s?
 There are some local options. . .
 AE; EnvE
 Good DL facilities at GTS; online program is feasible
 Look to local industries (logistics, manufacturing, aerospace, power generation and
delivery, nuclear) for short‐term options while developing an online program
 Evening and weekend programs for local area in current and expanded disciplines
 But, Atlanta is a better option. . .
 Professional master’s would be more successful in ATL (more students, better location);
move DL equipment to support online program
 Few opportunities, but not likely unique to GTS; ATL is more attractive for these
programs
 Could be attractive components of a larger graduate education program but not
sufficient to form the cornerstone of a program; ATL is more obvious choice for a
location.
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GT‐branded professional education (100 percent GT, not independent/semi‐independent
GTS program; faculty should teach and research in ATL).
1d. Executive Education?
 Relatively little mention of this in the white papers. . .
 Could offer short courses and executive education
 Not sure there is a demand for this
2. Regional Strategic Partnerships?
 Memorial University Medical Center: BME graduate program
 Herty Advanced Materials Development Center – create a Center of Innovation in advanced
materials research and development
 Armed forces – GTS is near and accessible by many bases
 City of Savannah – options?
 Georgia Port Authority ‐‐ expand the Logistics innovation Center for basic and applied
research
2a. Industry? K‐12 schools?
 GTS is “go‐to” spot for the top K‐12 schools looking to expose students to STEM
 These relationships should be expanded and continued
 Provide local industry with research and educational capabilities
 How can GTS play a role in landing major players to the area?
2b. Institutions of Higher Learning?
 Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD)
 graduate programs
 joint graduate programs; relocate campus to downtown Savannah
 graduate programs in engineering and art/media
 Merge and exploit their business model
 Skidaway Institute of Oceanography (SkIO)
 Incorporate SkIO with GTS to increase research and curriculum capabilities, especially
coastal research
 Absorb SkIO for engineering in coastal environments
 GT‐Atlanta
 Utilize Savannah campus for retreats, summer programs, fieldwork, etc.
 Leverage GTRI‐Ireland and local Irish community
 ATDC and GT‐VentureLab presence at GTS
 Georgia Southern
 Transition UG program to them and retain graduate program at GTS
 Armstrong Atlantic State University
 Enhance partnership; hold all UG classes there
3. Organizational Structure and . . .?
 Courses/curriculum
 Modified course offerings to better serve all 13 RETP schools
 Standard rotation of course offerings to improve time to graduation, student planning,
co‐ops/internships
 Controlled balance between DL and local course offerings.
 Faculty Appointments and Organization
 Need more faculty
 Structured by technical interest groups based on strategic partnerships
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Faculty are responsible to the GTS director; Faculty report to a chief academic officer at
GTS
 Joint faculty appointments (GTS and respective school); Tenure based on performance
as it related to fulfilling mission of joint appointment
 Retract existing faculty members back to ATL; hire new instructors for the new mission
and adopt a model to rotate faculty from ATL on per‐semester basis
 Existing GTS faculty whose research is not dependent on Savannah location should be
relocated to Atlanta
 Research active faculty continue primary appointment in ATL academic unit with
possible joint appointment in new GTS unit; other faculty report to a Savannah unit
(“College of Savannah”) that offers new degrees than offered in ATL
3. . . . .Resources?
 Leadership Structure
 More autonomy; possibly a separate college?
 Need meaningful control and authority
 Flexible enough to readily interface with strategic partners and empowered to make
rapid decisions
 associate director of academic affairs (coordinate with schools re: curriculum)
 Campus
 On‐campus housing
 At Armstrong Atlantic State University for undergraduate education and maintain
current campus for graduate education and research
 City of Savannah: renovate older buildings
 If new majors are added, need two new buildings
 Improve appearance of the exterior of GTS buildings
 Move campus to downtown Savannah
 Separate resource allocation (proportional to school size)
 Capital campaign goal = $50M
 Buy‐in/dedicated commitment from Georgia Tech leadership
Some of your thoughts. . .
 “. . . the commitment to providing a first‐class education and research environment should
be resolute. We can no longer afford “half‐way” solutions; they have been proven NOT to
work.”
 “The most critical outcome of this transformation should be a clear vision of the future and
mission of Georgia Tech‐Savannah and a dedicated commitment from Georgia Tech to
provide the same high‐caliber Georgia Tech education without the additional policy and
procedural challenges students currently face.”
 “While it is necessary to consider ‘what has worked for other universities’ because we have
seen it or experienced it, it is equally important to consider that the solution for GTS is
nothing anyone has ever seen before.”
 “To paraphrase President Peterson, if we can’t do something better in Savannah than we
could do it in Atlanta, there is no reason to be in Savannah.”
 Georgia Tech Savannah is positioned to bring great educational opportunities, research
programs and research grants to the coastal region. The most critical component to the
growth and success of this campus is strong, visible support from Georgia Tech’s upper
administration. Addressing the mission of the campus and planning for the future will
provide the most useful resource of all: renewed motivation and passion of the faculty, staff
and students to succeed.
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